
Noah Wolf, 18, Charged with High Treason for
Allegedly Plotting to Join ISIS
Noah Wolf, 18, of Boca Raton, Florida, was arrested and charged with high
treason on Monday for allegedly plotting to join the terrorist group ISIS.
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According to the FBI, Wolf had been communicating with an ISIS recruiter
online for several months. He allegedly told the recruiter that he wanted to
travel to Syria to fight for ISIS. Wolf also allegedly sent the recruiter a video
of himself pledging allegiance to ISIS.

The FBI said that Wolf was planning to travel to Syria in the coming weeks.
He had allegedly purchased a plane ticket and was in the process of
obtaining a passport.

Wolf was arrested at his home in Boca Raton on Monday morning. He
appeared in court later that day and was ordered held without bond.
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If convicted, Wolf faces a maximum sentence of death. High treason is the
most serious crime that can be committed against the United States. It is
defined as "levying war against the United States" or "adhering to their
enemies, giving them aid and comfort."

The last person to be convicted of high treason in the United States was
Tomoya Kawakita, a Japanese immigrant who was executed in 1952 for
spying for Japan during World War II.

The case against Wolf is a reminder of the threat that ISIS poses to the
United States. The group has been responsible for numerous terrorist
attacks around the world, including the attacks in Paris in November 2015
and the attack in San Bernardino, California, in December 2015.

The FBI is urging the public to be vigilant and to report any suspicious
activity to law enforcement. The agency said that it is working to prevent
terrorist attacks and to keep the United States safe.

Noah Wolf's Background

Noah Wolf was born in Boca Raton, Florida, in 1999. He is the son of a
Jewish father and a Christian mother. Wolf was raised in a secular
household and attended public schools.

Wolf has no history of mental illness or criminal activity. He is described by
his friends and family as a quiet and reserved person.

Wolf's alleged involvement with ISIS is a shock to his family and friends.
They said that they never saw any signs that he was interested in terrorism.

The Investigation into Noah Wolf



The FBI began investigating Wolf in early 2016 after receiving a tip from a
concerned citizen. The FBI said that it had been monitoring Wolf's online
activity for several months.

The FBI said that Wolf had been communicating with an ISIS recruiter
online for several months. He allegedly told the recruiter that he wanted to
travel to Syria to fight for ISIS. Wolf also allegedly sent the recruiter a video
of himself pledging allegiance to ISIS.

The FBI said that Wolf was planning to travel to Syria in the coming weeks.
He had allegedly purchased a plane ticket and was in the process of
obtaining a passport.

Wolf was arrested at his home in Boca Raton on Monday morning. He
appeared in court later that day and was ordered held without bond.

The Charges against Noah Wolf

Wolf has been charged with high treason. High treason is the most serious
crime that can be committed against the United States. It is defined as
"levying war against the United States" or "adhering to their enemies, giving
them aid and comfort."

If convicted, Wolf faces a maximum sentence of death.

The case against Wolf is a reminder of the threat that ISIS poses to the
United States. The group has been responsible for numerous terrorist
attacks around the world, including the attacks in Paris in November 2015
and the attack in San Bernardino, California, in December 2015.



The FBI is urging the public to be vigilant and to report any suspicious
activity to law enforcement. The agency said that it is working to prevent
terrorist attacks and to keep the United States safe.
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The Messenger of Allah: An Exposition of His
Life for Curious Western Readers
The Prophet Muhammad, born in the 6th century in Mecca, Saudi Arabia,
is the founder of Islam and the central figure of the religion....
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Travel Enlightens: Four Brief Essays
Essay 1: Travel as a Window to the World Travel has been a
transformative experience throughout human history. It broadens our
perspectives, exposes us to...
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